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Introduction
Lesbian Gonzo gives you access to 23 exclusive scenes of wet lesbian action, but those scenes actually
feature close to seventy teen models because most of them are all girl orgies with three, four, five or
more sweet young ladies licking, sucking and toy-fucking their friends into orgasmic bliss! Updating
often, offering network access to other sites and letting you watch them get nasty with each other is
what this lesbian porn site is really all about!

Adult Review
Featuring two dozen exclusive lesbian scenes starring amateur sweethearts who love to party and can't wait to meet their new
play pals in each scene, Lesbian Gonzo is unscripted sexual perversion and it's girls only!
  
  Each scene is available in segmented or complete files for download or streaming online. Streaming is great if you don't
want to use any hard-drive space or if you don't want porn on your computer where a nosey house guest can find it.
Downloading is the way to go if you are a collector and want to be able to look back on these lesbian hotties in the months to
come.
  
  Videos are offered in several sizes to suit both dialup users and broadband users. No matter what kind of computer setup
you have, you'll be able to find a file format that fits. Also because the site does not use any DRM coding, anything you
download is yours to keep for as long as you like.
  
  With high-res photo sets in 1500x1000 clarity, the thousands of pictures on Lesbian Gonzo really come to life. These are
quality studio shots that really pop... not some lame screen-grabs like other sites offer all too often.
  
  The site is somewhat small but it's growing and gives you full access to the Included Gonzo Sites listed on the right side of
this review. Along with plenty of bonus content as well, it becomes a lesbian experience you will enjoy all month long.
Making the deal even sweeter, The Tongue has gotten the site owners to agree to allow our members to sign up at the
discount price of only $19.95 per month simply by clicking the Free Preview of Lesbian Gonzo link above!

Porn Summary
If teen lesbians are what get you off, then Lesbian Gonzo is a great place to find them. There is no complicated script of
back-story, just raw lesbian sex filmed in every high quality scene and often featuring packs of five or six girls in a lesbo orgy
all at once!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sweet yound ladies learn to satisfy each other's carnal cravings... lesbian gonzo style!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 83
Support: 90 Unique: 85    Taste: 83        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Ass Gonzo (88) ,Just Over 18 Gonzo (85) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Discount Porn, Exclusive, Lesbian, SexToys, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: 3 Days for $3.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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